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A habitat is a place where an animal lives.
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Vampire Deer

An adaptation of the tufted deer is they are very

fast runners that bob their tails up and down to

make it harder for predators to chase them. 
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The red panda is most active while they are 

eating in the morning and late afternoon.

This means the red panda is :
 

What would a red panda want to eat? 
Draw it on the plate below. 

e
 

e
 

We heard several adaptations of the red panda. Can you
circle the adaptations below that were NOT named in

relation to the red panda? 

fast runners                              extended wrist bone

long, bushy tail                        great eye sight 

webbed feet                             thick fur

c e p u s c u l ar r
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The Asian small-clawed otter's habitat includes a lot of land verses
primarily water.

Their feet are webbed only to the last digit.

Most otters have fully webbed feet.

The Asian Small-Clawed Otter's favorite food is shelled animals. 

The otters have learned to put the shells in the sun to "cook" them.
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They like their nests high in the tree so they can take
off easily and see things around them.

no

zoo, mollusk, cat, bolt, lot, crab, rice, cab, rim
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A constrictor is an animal that squeezes its prey until it stops
breathing.

dislocate their jaw to swalllow things 3 or 4 times thier head size 
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